
 

 
 

8045 East Chapman (714) 628-4831 
Orange, CA 92869  academic_senate@sccollege.edu 
 

Agenda 
29 September 2020 

1:30 – 3:15 p.m. 
Academic Senate Zoom 

https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/96413278766 
 

 
I  Welcome 
 
II  Public Comments (2-minute limit per person) 
 
III Approval of the Minutes 
 
  A 1 September 2020 
 
IV AS Executive Board Reports (20 minutes) 
 
V  ASG Report (5 minutes) 
 
VI Summary Reports 
   
  A    Technology Committee 
  B Student Conduct Committee 
   
VII Action Items  

 
Second Reading 

 
A Resolution F2020.03 - Santiago Canyon College Academic Senate Priorities for the 

2020-2021 Academic Year 
 
First Reading 
 

A Resolution F2020.04 - Endorsement of the Revised 7 September 2020 “SCC 
Equity Statement” 
 
 B Resolution F2020.05 - Adoption for the Standard Syllabus Statement for Face 

to Face Instruction During the COVID-19 Pandemic 
 

VIII Discussion Items 
 

A Priorities for Face to Face Instruction – President Rutan will lead a discussion 
about the list of face to face instruction priorities complied by Santa Ana College. 

 
B    Remote Blended – The senate will discuss the remote blended instructional format 

and what type of training is required to teach using this modality. 
  

Santiago Canyon College is an innovative learning community dedicated to intellectual and   personal growth. Our 
purpose is to foster student success and to help students achieve these core outcomes: to learn, to act, to 
communicate, and to think critically. We are committed to  maintaining standards of excellence and providing the 
following to our diverse community: courses, certificates, and degrees that are accessible, applicable, and 
engaging.  (Approved 12/05/17)  
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Taylor, Michael 
 

 

 
Scott, Randy   
 

  
Evett, Corinna   
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BP 2410 Board Policies and Administrative Regulations 
Reference: Education Code Section 70902; 
ACCJC Accreditation Standards IV.C.7, IV.D.4, I.B.7, and I.C.5 (formerly IV.B.1.b & e) 

 
The Board may adopt such policies as are authorized by law or determined by the Board to be necessary for the efficient operation 

of the District. Board policies are intended to be statements of intent by the Board on a specific issue within its subject matter jurisdiction. 
The policies have been written to be consistent with provisions of law, but do not encompass all laws relating to District activities. 

All District employees are expected to know of and observe all provisions of law pertinent to their job responsibilities. 
Policies of the Board may be adopted, revised, added to, or amended at any regular board meeting by a majority vote.  Any adoption 

and/or approval of new Board policies or changes to existing Board policies must take place as part of a two meeting approval process. 
The first meeting will be considered the "FIRST READING, INFORMATION ONLY" of the policy or change to existing policy for 
the purpose of review, questions and answers, and other considerations of the recommendation. At the second meeting, it will 
be considered the "SECOND READING, ACTION ITEM." The Board will consider the item for action, which may have been modified 
at either the first or second reading.  If the modification at the second reading is major, as determined by the Board, such a reading will 
be termed a first reading and introduced at a subsequent Board meeting as a second reading.  The Board shall regularly assess its policies 
for effectiveness in fulfilling the District's mission. 

The RSCCD Board of Trustees believes that a major trustee role is to set policy for the District. In setting policy, the Board wants 
to create and work within a participatory environment with respect for students and all employee groups. For developing policies 
regarding the academic and professional matters numbered 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8, the Board will consult collegially with the faculty by relying 
primarily on the advice and judgment of the Academic Senate (per previous agreement with the Senate).* 

For developing policy regarding the other five academic and professional matters, the Board will consult with the faculty through 
the mutual agreement process previously agreed upon. At RSCCD, the mutual agreement process is the use of the shared governance 
structure consisting of councils, committees, and the District Council. Further, representatives of staff and student groups are encouraged 
to work within the established processes to address the issues of the District. 
The Board of Trustees values consensus building; however, it realizes its legal responsibility to make final decisions regarding policy. 
 

*For the following items the Board of Trustees will rely primarily upon the advice of the Academic Senate: 
1) Curriculum, including establishing prerequisites and placing courses within disciplines;  
2)  Degree and certificate requirements;  
3)  Grading policies;  
5)   Standard or policies regarding student preparation and success;  
8)  Policies for faculty professional development activities; 

For the following items, the Board of Trustees will come to mutual agreement with the Academic Senate: 
4) Educational program development;  
6) District and college governance structures, as related to faculty roles;  
7)  Faculty roles and involvement in accreditation processes, including self study and annual reports;  
9) Processes for program review;  
10)  Processes for institutional planning and budget development. 
 

Administrative regulations are to be issued by the Chancellor as statements of method to be used in implementing Board Policy. 
Such administrative regulations shall be consistent with the intent of Board Policy. Administrative regulations may be revised as deemed 
necessary by the Chancellor.  The Board reserves the right to direct revisions of the administrative regulations should they, in the Board's 
judgment, be inconsistent with the Board's own policies. 
Copies of all board policies and administrative regulations shall be readily available to District employees through the District website. 
 

Revised and Retitled:  June 15, 2015 (Previously BP9001 and BP9023) 
 



SCC Academic Senate Business Meeting Minutes – DRAFT v2 
September 15, 2020, 1:30-3:00 pm, ConferZoom 

 

Senators Present 
Castellanos, Ralph 
Chavez, Ricardo 
Crabill, Phil 
Danova, Veselka 
Dela-Cusack, Lisa 
Gates, Alana 
Gonzalez, Sara 
Govea, Melissa 
Graham, Song 
Henry, Amanda 
James, Scott 
Johnson, Kim 
Kramer, Jessica 
Murphy, Ryan 
Oase, Daniel 
Salcido, Andrew 
Umali Kopp, Christine 
Valdos, Yanina 
VanDyke-Kao, Rita 

 
I. Welcome 

Senators Absent 
Aguilera, Leonor 
Cummins, Shawn 

 
ASG Representative 
Langseth, Destiny 

 
Guests 
Martino, Danny 
Smith, Mark 
Stringer, Martin 
Wagner, Joyce 

 
SCC-AS Executive Board Present 
Rutan, Craig, President 
Taylor, Mike, Vice President 
Scott, Randy, Secretary/Treasurer 
Evett, Corinna, CIC Chair 

 

Santiago Canyon College Academic Senate (SCC-AS) President Craig Rutan called the 
meeting to order at 1:31 pm on Tuesday, September 15, 2020. 

 
II. Public Comments 

 
Senator Scott James spoke of his concerns about distance education modalities for 
Spring 2021. The current Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) negotiated between 
the Faculty Association of Rancho Santiago Community College District (FARSCCD) and 
the Rancho Santiago Community College District (RSCCD) sets standards for Fall 2020 
but does not apply to Spring 2021 and beyond. In the absence of an updated MOU, it is 
likely that all faculty will need the complete Online Teaching Certification (OTC). 

 
Senator James also expressed the view that remote blended instruction is an ambiguous 
categorization and called for either the elimination of remote blended instruction or 
requiring that faculty using remote blended possess the OTC. 

 
Senator Christine Umali Kopp shared her constituents’ concerns about faculty 
evaluations for the academic year 2020-21. Some communications seem to be 



contradictory with regards to some of the details. Senator Umali Kopp asked if 
evaluations of full-time tenured faculty can be postponed until Spring 2021 and for 
unambiguous clarification on who is qualified to evaluate those faculty that are 
evaluated during this academic year. 

 
III. Approval of the Minutes 

 
1 September 2020 approved (moved by Gates, seconded by Govea, abstentions by 
James and Salcido) with minor abbreviations. 

 
IV. SCC-AS Executive Board Reports 

SCC-AS President Rutan 

President Rutan reported the Fiscal Resources Committee (FRC) meets on Wednesday, 
September 16, 2020 to review the proposed budget. The expectation is for a challenging 
budgetary situation for the next couple of years. 

 
Retirees who took the early retirement package could be replaced within 18 months, 
but are not expected to be replaced for at least five years to maximize the cost savings. 

 
Evaluations of tenure-track faculty must continue as scheduled in the FARSCCD contract. 
Evaluation of tenured and adjunct faculty will continue per the FARSCCD contract unless 
a new MOU is negotiated between FARSCCD and RSCCD. 

 
SCC-AS and SAC-AS presidents met with RSCCD Chancellor Martinez and discussed the 
need for clear, unambiguous, district-wide communication. As a step towards that goal, 
RSCCD will be offering town halls this semester. President Vargas may also offer town 
halls to hear from all constituent groups. 

 
Senator Leonor Aguilera has been selected to serve on the California State University 
General Education Advisory Committee (GEAC). Senator Aguilera will be one of only two 
faculty from the California Community Colleges. 

 
The Board of Trustees (BOT) would like to see additional classes to be held on campus, 
including classes to be held outdoors. 

 
Student headcount for Fall 2020 is down 9% from Fall 2019. Speculation is that this is 
reaction to classes in remote learning modalities. 

 
As our college community moves forward through the pandemic towards a return to 
work, keep in mind that the SCC-AS are the faculty leaders. We need to clearly 
distinguish between facts, speculation, and opinion as we provide our constituents with 
fact-based information about the myriad issues facing our college. 



 

SCC-AS will next meet on Tuesday, September 29, 2020 at 1:30 pm. 
 

SCC-AS Vice President Taylor 
 

No report. 
 

SCC-AS Secretary/Treasurer Scott 
 

Secretary/Treasurer Scott attended the SAC-AS on Tuesday, September 8, 2020. The 
SAC-AS discussed the possibility of faculty hires in 2020-21, and the proposal of a new 
SAC-AS faculty hiring prioritization process that includes a “2nd minimum qualification.” 
This 2nd minimum qualification would require experience working with diverse 
populations. 

 
CIC Chair Evett 

 
CIC Chair Evett reported that the next meeting of the Curriculum and Instruction Council 
(CIC) is scheduled for Monday, September 21, 2020. 

 
The deadline for the Distance Education Addenda (DEA) to be added to our course 
outlines of record is September 25, 2020. Send a copy of any DEA to the department 
chair and be certain to include the course title, course ID, and course number. A copy of 
the Distance Education Addendum Approval Procedure is included at the end of these 
minutes. 

 
V. ASG Report 

 
Associated Student Government (ASG) representative Destiny Langseth reported that 
50-70% of students responding to an ASG survey would like to return to face-to-face 
instruction. 

 
Club rush is scheduled for September 21, 2020 and the application period for new clubs 
is now open. 

 
ASG is preparing a campus-wide mailing to encourage open communications between 
students, faculty, and administration. 

 
Constitution Day is September 17, 2020. 

 
There will be some changes over the next few weeks in the ASG personnel, and ASG 
training will take place on October 2, 2020. 



VI. Summary Reports 
 

Summary report from the Professional Development committee is attached to the 
agenda for the September 15, 2020 SCC-AS business meeting. 

 

VII. Action Items 
 

Second Reading 
 

A. Resolution F2020.02 – Creation of Task Force to Review and Revise Santiago 
Canyon College Academic Senate Constitution and Bylaws 

 
Task force members: Mike Taylor (chair), Melissa Govea, and Randy Scott. 

Approved unanimously with no abstentions. 

First Reading 
 

A. Resolution F2020.03 – Santiago Canyon College Academic Senate Priorities for 
the 2020-2021 Academic Year 

 
Moved by Gates, second by Danova. 

 
Scott complimented the work of Taylor in successfully distilling the various ideas 
and suggestions from the retreat and the previous business meeting into six 
succinct statements. 

 
Senator Govea suggested inclusion of an additional priority focused on the 
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on faculty. Govea referred the SCC-AS to an 
article from Inside Higher Ed that is attached at the end of these minutes. 

 
VIII. Discussion Items 

 
A. Report from College Council Task Force on Spring 2021 

 
The College Council Task Force on Spring 2021 is co-chaired by SCC-AS VP Taylor 
and SCC Vice President of Academic Affairs Martin Stringer. The task force was 
formed to gather information helpful for scheduling classes for Spring 2021 and 
beyond, with a focus on appropriate protocols for returning to face-to-face 
instruction. 

 
SCC-AS VP Taylor reviewed the information collected to date. It is “Important to 
note that teaching face-to-face is based on the faculty members comfort level 



and concern for safety and that no one is being forced to teach face-to-face in 
the Spring.” SCC-AS VP Taylor’s notes from the task force are attached to these 
minutes. 

 
SCC VP Stringer emphasized the importance of maintaining the scheduling grid 
while allowing time for cleaning of rooms and equipment between classes. 

 
SCC-AS Sec/Treas Scott asked that once the semester begins, that the teaching 
modalities being used not be subject to a mandatory change during the 
semester, unless face-to-face classes must return to remote modalities in 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 
FARSCCD VP Mark Smith and SCC-AS President Rutan reiterated the statement 
that faculty will not be forced to return to face-to-face instruction. 

 
Senator Govea expressed concerns about the potential for crowding in hallways; 
SCC-AS President Rutan pointed out that Administrative Services have already 
installed direction markers in hallways and numerous hand sanitizer station 
throughout the classroom buildings. 

 
B. Syllabus Statement for F2F Instruction During Emergencies 

 
SCC-AS President Rutan led a discussion of a standard syllabus statement for 
face-to-face instruction during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 
The current syllabus statement is an interim document prepared during the 
summer of 2020 and supported by the SCC-AS in July 2020. The discussion 
centered on suggestions that may be incorporated into the syllabus statement 
before it is formally adopted for use in all classes with a face-to-face component. 

 
Senator James expressed concern about directions requiring student to “contact 
your primary care provider for assessment of symptoms and/or COVID-19 
testing.” 

 
SCC faculty member Danny Martino indicated that the statement “Your 
instructor will provide information on alternative assignments that can be 
completed out of the classroom.” is highly prescriptive. 

 
Senator Johnson shared her concern that these recommendations may be 
implemented at the instructor’s discretion. 

 

Meeting adjourned, 3:01 pm. (Moved by Gates, second by Castellanos.) 
Submitted by Randy Scott, SCC-AS Secretary/Treasurer 



 

Attachments: 
Distance Education Addendum Approval Procedure 
Inside Higher Ed article 
Scheduling Consultation Task Force Notes 



Distance Education Addendum 

9/3/20 FOR FALL 2020 
 

1 

 

 

➡ 

Procedure to add a new DEA 
 

New DEA 

✓ Meet with Department and the Department Chair 

• Do changes need to be made to the course content to allow for 100% online? 
MUST SUBMIT A COURSE REVISION 

✓ Create an umbrella Distance Education Addendum Template 

‣ Download template - DEA template 

✓ Make a list of courses that need a new DEA 

‣ Obtain department and department chair approval 
✓ Submit DEA template and list of courses (include course title) to the 

Curriculum Office 

‣ curriculum@sccollege.edu 

‣ Copy department chair which reflects the department’s approval 

✓ Curriculum will forward DEA template to Scott James for review and approval 

✓ Courses with new DEAs will be listed on the CIC agenda 

✓ Curriculum will add new DEAs to courses 

mailto:curriculum@sccollege.edu


Distance Education Addendum 

9/3/20 FOR FALL 2020 
 

2 

 

 

➡ 

Procedure to revise a hybrid DEA to 100% online DEA 
 

Hybrid to 100% online 

✓ Meet with Department and the Department Chair 

‣ Do changes need to be made to the course content to allow for 100% online? 
MUST SUBMIT A COURSE REVISION 

‣ If the current hybrid DEA already includes language to allow for 100% online 
instruction then just make a list of courses that need to be changed to 100% 
online. 

‣ If the hybrid addendum is not comprehensive enough to cover 100% online 
instruction then you need to add a new DEA. 

‣ Create an umbrella Distance Education Addendum Template 
‣ Download template - DEA template 
‣ Make a list of courses that need a new DEA 

✓ Obtain department and department chair approval 

✓ Submit list of courses (include course title) and DEA template to the 
Curriculum Office 

‣ curriculum@sccollege.edu 

‣ Copy department chair which reflects the department’s approval 

✓ Curriculum will forward DEA template to Scott James for review and approval 

✓ Courses with revised DEAs will be listed on the CIC agenda 

✓ Curriculum will change language from hybrid to 100% online or add revised 
DEAs to courses. 

mailto:curriculum@sccollege.edu
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Published on Inside Higher Ed 
(https://www.insidehighered.com) 

Home > Advice to academic administrators for how to best support faculty during the pandemic (opinion) 
 

Advice to academic administrators for how to best 
support faculty during the pandemic (opinion) 
Submitted by Anonymous on September 4, 2020 - 3:00am 

 
By now, we have realized the myriad ways that COVID-19 has impacted faculty members 
and their careers, with rushed transitions to online teaching, disruptions to nearly all 
research activities and added service and mentoring work. COVID-19 has amplified pre- 
existing inequities among faculty members, creating distinct challenges [1] for differently 
situated ones. 

 
Women, for example, have already submitted fewer papers [2] in 2020 compared to 
previous years, while articles by men have relatively increased. With K-12 schools and 
childcare centers closing, women have been more likely to shoulder greater caregiving 
and household labor demands. And as COVID-19 takes disproportionate health and 
financial tolls [3] on racial minority and immigrant communities, faculty of color -- especially 
Black faculty and Black women [4] -- are more likely to be coping with family illness, 
unemployment or the loss of loved ones while simultaneously providing more emotional 
support [5] to struggling students. 

 

Some colleges and universities have outlined plans for the safe return of students [6] this 
fall, but many of us are left wondering [7] how institutions will support diverse faculty 
members both in the immediate future and over the long term. As members of the 
University of Massachusetts ADVANCE [8] team, funded by the National Science 
Foundation [9], we are focusing on offering equitable campus support for faculty members 
and fostering inclusion amid major shifts to higher education and deep uncertainty about 
the future. We are working to develop systemic solutions to increase the participation and 
advancement of women and underrepresented racial minorities in science and 
engineering faculty. And, in the midst of COVID-19, it’s clear to us that the need for equity 
projects is more urgent than ever. 

 
Institutions must enact responses [10] to the pandemic that will retain and promote diverse 
women faculty. As examples of some effective ways that colleges and universities can do 
that, we’d like to offer our own university’s efforts -- recognizing that much more must still 
be done, both here and at institutions across the nation. 

http://www.insidehighered.com/print/advice/2020/09/04/advic
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Structural Changes and Shared Commitment 
 

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst has responded to COVID-19 with important 
structural changes in policy and procedure. Key to that response has been collaboration 
across campus units, paired with a shared commitment to sustainable equity. 

 
On March 19, our provost, John McCarthy [11], announced a series of concrete changes 
regarding faculty evaluation. In developing those changes, he consulted with senior 
administrators and faculty liaisons, including the provost’s office [12], the Office of Faculty 
Development [13], the Faculty Senate [14] and most notably the faculty union (the 
Massachusetts Society of Professors [15]). That joint effort represents an important best 
practice for other universities working on COVID-19 concerns. Top leadership buy-in 
ensures structural changes, while transparent communication and trust across units 
maximizes input from diverse voices. 

 
We at UMass ADVANCE have since worked with campus partners to facilitate follow-up 
policy implementation. We seek to support colleges and departments in adopting inclusive 
evaluation practices that recognize the impact of COVID-19 on faculty careers, both in the 
short and long term. Here, we offer some specific suggestions, drawing on a summary of 
adjustments made on our campus. 

 
Automatically delay tenure, promotion and reviews. Institutions should immediately 
slow the timing of decisions on tenure and reappointment to account for the new and 
unexpected tasks faculty members have had to shoulder. COVID-19 has affected 
research productivity in many ways [16], resulting in reduced access to labs, travel 
cancellations and suspension of human-subjects research, among other issues. Tenure 
delays can help mitigate such negative effects of COVID-19 on women faculty, who are 
already navigating gender biases [17] in evaluation processes. 

 

Our university announced an automatic one-year delay for all pretenure faculty members, 
meaning that faculty members now have to affirmatively ask to be reviewed on schedule. 
Automatic delays tend to have an equalizing effect because they make being reviewed on 
schedule outside the norm. The provost also included an unusual addendum: once a 
faculty member is tenured, the promotion salary increment will be made retroactive to 
when that person was supposed to begin the tenure process, thus ensuring they do not 
face an economic disadvantage from delaying their tenure. 

 
The provost has also promised to issue forthcoming guidance to personnel committees 
who review tenure and promotion cases as well as external letter writers. That guidance 
will recognize the special contributions faculty are making to support the campus 

http://www.insidehighered.com/print/advice/2020/09/04/advic
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community during the pandemic, including advancing online teaching or taking on 
additional service. 

 
Change teaching policies. Given the abrupt shift to online learning, institutions should 
suspend students’ teaching evaluations and replace them with holistic teaching 
assessments [18]. Researchers and administrators have long recognized gender and racial 
biases [19] built into evaluations by students, as students often evaluate women faculty 
more harshly for failing to meet gendered expectations. The current, extraordinary 
teaching circumstances brought on by the pandemic may further such biased evaluations. 

 
The new policies will allow UMass faculty to benefit from feedback by requesting ad hoc 
evaluations through the Center for Teaching and Learning [20]. While the faculty member 
will receive the evaluations, the university won’t keep them for use in a formal 
assessment. The provost has also changed grading policies to allow students to make a 
choice to go pass-fail at any point in the semester. Only grades benefiting students’ GPA 
will be counted toward their GPA for the semester, further reducing the likelihood of 
negative teaching evaluations. 

 
Recently, the university has provided additional support for fall teaching, making in-person 
teaching the exception rather than the rule and providing funds, via the faculty union, for 
technology to support remote teaching. Given the continuing risks, all faculty members 
are assumed to be working from home unless they have agreed to teach on the campus 
or have identified their courses as essential for face-to-face learning, such as some 
studio, lab or clinic courses. Faculty members have also been incentivized to create 
online versions of their pre-existing courses that enroll more than 12 students, with later 
course releases or credit toward sabbatical. 

 
Recognize intensified caregiving demands. Institutions must acknowledge that the 
pandemic has drastically altered the family and personal lives of faculty members, taking 
enormous health and financial tolls and negatively impacting their work. 

 
In his message to the faculty, our provost noted, “Even high achievers, such as our 
UMass Amherst faculty, have limits, as they balance exceptional demands at work and 
home, particularly with schools closed.” By declaring faculty members “high achievers,” 
while also acknowledging their increased demands due to school and childcare center 
closings, he effectively avoided any impression that those facing caregiving demands, 
particularly women faculty members, are less excellent than their colleagues. Additionally, 
through the faculty union, the university is providing emergency funds for caregiving 
assistance, including childcare and eldercare. 

 
Allow for open dialogue between faculty members and administrators. Institutions 

http://www.insidehighered.com/print/advice/2020/09/04/advic
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must create spaces -- such as virtual town halls -- where faculty members can convey to 
administrators their concerns about COVID-19’s impact on their careers. Administrators 
should also encourage faculty to reach out to them with questions or concerns. To 
facilitate this, campus units such as the Faculty Senate or faculty union can serve as 
conduits between faculty and administrators and can create transparency across 
organizational levels, without requiring individual faculty members to publicly disclose the 
challenges that they’re facing. 

 
UMass ADVANCE hosted a virtual panel titled “Recognizing the Impact of COVID-19 in 
Evaluating Faculty [21],” with the provost as well as the deans of the natural sciences and 
engineering colleges, who gave faculty more information about how the university will 
evaluate faculty work, given the challenges the pandemic is posing. Faculty who 
registered for the workshop could pose questions for the panelists ahead of time and 
through the chat function, which the moderator then read out loud. This session allowed 
ADVANCE to ask those leaders specific questions from faculty members in ways that 
clearly illustrated the anxiety that faculty were feeling. 

 
Additionally, the union continues to respond to faculty members’ concerns, including 
through a new one-year contract. It also communicates with faculty consistently through a 
comprehensive Frequently Asked Questions [22] page on its website that covers topics like 
tenure and promotion, dealing with illness, and support for remote teaching. 

 
Document impacts to ensure institutional memory. Universities should establish 
procedures that allow faculty members to document the impact of COVID-19 on their 
careers. Those impacts will be long-lasting for many people, but institutional memory may 
not be. Memory loss will only further marginalize and hinder the careers of women faculty 
and those from underrepresented racial minority groups -- potentially reversing any 
progress made in recent years. 

 
At the panel we hosted, a key question faculty asked was, “What kind of documentation 
should we keep as part of our personnel record to track ongoing impediments to our 
research and teaching programs -- or the added expectations for teaching, mentoring and 
service work?” Since the panel, ADVANCE has worked with the provost’s office to 
communicate ideas about impact statements and how they might appear, while passing 
along resources shared within the national ADVANCE network [23]. In July, the provost 
announced that the annual faculty review would include sections where faculty could 
describe the effects of COVID-19 on their research, teaching, mentoring and service -- 
thus informing their official personnel record. 

 
We with ADVANCE are now working to put that policy into practice. Our best practice tool 
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[24] shares specific steps on how faculty can document the pandemic’s impact on their 
careers, and we will host workshops on documentation this fall. We will also be providing 
antibias trainings for personnel evaluation to chairs, heads and members of personnel 
committees, as well as trainings to help faculty members respond effectively when bias 
occurs. Those trainings will include information on how COVID-19 has exacerbated 
inequities among faculty. 

 
Our university has made a commitment across campus units to collaborate to support 
faculty while remaining mindful of equity. Other universities can adopt similar practices. 
Having a centralized sounding board for faculty to voice concerns, paired with transparent 
communication across organizational levels, can shape your administration’s structural 
response. Fostering buy-in from community members at various levels, including 
department chairs and committees tasked with evaluating faculty, will ensure the effective 
implementation of those policies throughout the institution. While the pandemic is 
challenging universities at many different levels, it is possible to respond to its impact on 
faculty while still maintaining a focus on equity. 

Author Bio: 
 

Ethel L. Mickey is a sociologist and postdoctoral research associate at the University of 
Massachusetts ADVANCE program. Dessie Clark holds a Ph.D. in community 
sustainability and is the research collaboration coordinator for the University of 
Massachusetts ADVANCE program. Joya Misra is a professor of sociology and public 
policy at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, where she is also a member of the 
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Scheduling Consultation Task Force 

A. Share conversation with SAC colleagues 
 
B. Comments leading to our recommendations 

Important to note that teaching face to face is based on the faculty-members comfort level and concern 
for safety and that no one is being forced to teach face to face in the Spring. 
1. There are currently 8 classrooms that can support class caps of over 16, 10 rooms if we include the 

gym. Special consideration to Kinesiology would be necessary for the gym usage. The following are 
the calculations as stated in the Reentry Action Plan 

� General classrooms with portable seating: 60ft2 per student 
� Lecture halls with fixed seating: 85ft2 

� Labs: 100ft2 

� Computer labs: 85ft2 

 
# Room Capacity Availability 
1 D-101 26 Class Scheduled 
2 E-203 45 Class Scheduled 
3 E-308 15 Student/desks per district guidelines 
4 H-106 49 Open 
5 SC-104 26 Open 
6 SC-105 37 Class Scheduled 
7 SC-110 18 Class Scheduled 
8 SC-133 29 Open 
9 SC-226 29 Open 

 
10 

 
Gym A 

 
80 

Open/Red Cross/voting center 
scheduled 

 
11 

 
Gym C 

 
80 

Open/Red Cross/voting center 
scheduled 

 
2. Laboratory classrooms can support up to 16 students, but that number is dependent on way the lab is 

set up (Bio vs. Chem vs. other sciences). 
3. Need to look at class caps to see how classes could be run at 50% for social distancing. 
4. There are many considerations regarding returning to campus including student waivers, designated 

parking, syllabus statements, medical rationale for not wearing masks (health risk), providing masks to 
students that do not have them, wearing face shields instead of masks. 

5. Have student services by appointment only and using appropriate PPE. 
6. Have the Math Success Center by appointment only and using appropriate PPE. 
7. There is student interest in coming back to a face-to-face environment as long as there are 

precautions in place. There are many students that prefer face-to-face, many that like the flexibility of 
remote instruction, many that struggle with asynchronous courses and prefer them to be more 
structured, and many that struggle with paying attention during remote instruction. 

8. It is important to get an idea of how many faculty/courses would be willing to come back so we can 
take a look at the room usage to see if it is a possibility. 

9. Look at the types of classes that could be offered and have an alternative plan if one course cannot be 
offered face-to-face. (if not this class, then we could offer this one instead). 



 

 

C. Recommendations to the AS 
1. Prepare a survey to faculty and students (and staff?) to include, but not be limited to, the following 

questions: 
a. Willingness to return to the campus for face to face instruction in the spring, considering different 

scenarios 
� What if a vaccine is found? 
� What if we are able to return to campus as before Covid19? 
� Comfort levels with returning to campus. 

b. Willingness to take or have their temperatures taken and recorded. This would not be a mandate, 
but based on the faculty member’s comfort level 

c. Willingness to work with a flexible schedule in a hybrid model that may include the offering of 
classes outside of their desired times, including nights, Fridays, and Saturdays. We may also have 
to schedule outside of the scheduling grid to accommodate classes. 

 
2. Look through the schedule to see courses with multiple offerings. Could one (or more) of these 

offerings be delivered face to face with consenting faculty, while other sections could be delivered 
remotely? For example, one of the eight sections offered could be face-to-face. This would allow 
students to have more diversity of options when choosing their modality. 

 
3. Cushion of at least 30 minutes (preferably 45 – 60 minutes) between classes in the same room to 

allow for proper cleaning. 
 

4. We recommend that the protocols in place for CPR and Public Works courses that are currently being 
held on campus continue (student waivers, designated parking lots, syllabus statement, masks, etc.). 



 

 
8045 East Chapman (714) 628-4831 
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Resolution F2020.02 

 
Creation of Task Force to Review and Revise Santiago Canyon College Academic 
Senate Constitution and Bylaws 
 
Moved: Senator Gates 

 
Seconded: Vice President Taylor 

 

Whereas, The constitution and bylaws of the Santiago Canyon College Academic 
Senate are foundational documents that govern the operations of the academic 
senate, the election of senators and officers, and the responsibilities of members;  

 
Whereas, All committees, documents, and processes should be reviewed 
frequently to ensure they continue to serve the needs of the college; and 

 
Whereas, The constitution was last reviewed in 2013 and the bylaws should be 
reviewed whenever the constitution is reviewed to ensure that they are not in 
conflict;  

 
Resolved, The Academic Senate of Santiago Canyon College create a task force 
that is chaired by Vice President Taylor to review the senate’s constitution and 
bylaws, revise the constitution and bylaws if necessary, and provide 
recommended revisions to the senate for review by February 2021.  

 
                                          

Date Presented: September 1, 2020 
 
 
Date Passed: September 15, 2020 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Santiago Canyon College is an innovative learning community dedicated to intellectual and personal growth. Our 
purpose is to foster student success and to help students achieve these core outcomes: to learn, to act, to 
communicate and to think critically. We are committed to maintaining standards of excellence and providing the 
following to our diverse community: courses, certificates, and degrees that are accessible, applicable, and 
engaging. (Approved 12/05/17) 
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Summary Reports 
 
Committee: Technology Committee 
Meeting date:  September 15, 2020 
 
Discussion items:  

1. Review Mission/Membership/Responsibilities (see action) 
2. Tech Plan  
3. Remote Teaching Updates 
4. Add Authorization and Self-Service updates and considerations  
5. Preferred Name automation  

 
Actions proposed:   

1. Please see the attached Mission/Membership/Responsibilities. This is the October 2019 update from 
the committee. The Collegial Governance Handbook still has the old one. Please update.  

2. Technology Plan will be reviewed this week. Barring any objections, it will be sent to the Senate for 
review next Thursday, September 24th.  

3. The Technology Committee officially asked ITS to automate the student preferred name process with 
Canvas. This has been requested for many years and we haven’t had any movement with repeated 
requests to ITS. The Technology Committee would suggest that the Senate also make a formal request 
to have this automation prioritized.   
 

Events Planned:  None 
 
Resources needed/acquired/allocated:   None 
 
 
Committee: Distance Education Committee 
Meeting date:  September 14, 2020 
 
Discussion items:  

1. Review Mission, Membership, Responsibilities  
2. Add Authorizations 
3. Self-Service  
4. Remote Teaching  
5. Accessibility Team 

Actions proposed:   
1. The Distance Education Committee recommends that the Senate advocate to require an online 

teaching certification to teach in the Remote Blended modality beginning in the Spring, 2021 (including 
Intercession). This change will align our current policies to the Remote Blended modality.  

Events Planned:  None 
 
Resources needed/acquired/allocated:   None 



Committee: Student Conduct 
Date:  September 17, 2020 
 
Discussion items: 

1. Collegial governance handbook 
2.  Trainings requested/identified in the survey deployed last spring 

 
Duties met: 

1. Performed annual review of collegial governance handbook description 
2. Elected faculty co-chair 

 
Actions proposed:   

1. Drafted a resolution with proposed changes to collegial governance handbook 
2. Creation of a “student best conduct practices in a remote environment” 

 
Events Planned: 

1. Trainings across many topics, platforms, dates, and times TBD 
 
Resources needed/acquired/allocated:  

1. Will seek out resources to create training modules 

 
 
Committee:  Professional Development Committee 
Date: September 22, 2020 
 
Discussion items: 

1. Spring 2021 Professional Development Week is expected to be online 
2. Review of Professional Development Calendar timeline 
3. Discussion of self-care and Cornerstone offerings for Classified Staff 

 
Duties met: 

1. We have updated the Professional Development Calendar timeline. 
2. We are beginning plans for an online Flex Week—hopefully including self-care sessions (e.g. yoga, 

meditation, avoiding Zoom burnout). 
 

Actions proposed: None 
 
Events Planned: None 
 
Resources needed/acquired/allocated: None  
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Resolution F2020.03 

 
Santiago Canyon College Academic Senate Priorities for the 2020-2021 Academic 
Year 
 
Moved: Senator Gates  

 
Seconded: Senator Danova  

 
Whereas, The Academic Senate of Santiago Canyon College annually discusses 
their priorities or topics of focus for the current academic year during the senate 
retreat each fall;  

 
Whereas, Establishing a set of priorities is a crucial step to maintaining the 
senate’s effectiveness and allows senators to better define their role and to 
understand the primary purpose of the senate;  
 
Whereas, Creating and adopting a list of priorities clearly articulates the focus of 
the senate to all campus constituencies; and 

 
Whereas, This priorities list is an initial snapshot of the faculties concerns, 
particularly during the remote instruction necessitate during the COVID-19 
crisis, and the list will be revised as other issues arise; 

 
Resolved, The Academic Senate of Santiago Canyon College adopt the 
following list as priorities to focus on for the 2020-2021 academic year, in no 
specific order: 
• Discussion on faculty burnout, the balance of work and family 
• Scheduling of courses and when to open registration 
• Course cancellation rationales 
• Faculty hiring 
• Course caps and parity between campuses 
• Student conduct online 

.  
Date Presented: 15 September 2020  
 
 
Date Passed: 

 
 
Santiago Canyon College is an innovative learning community dedicated to intellectual and personal growth. Our 
purpose is to foster student success and to help students achieve these core outcomes: to learn, to act, to 
communicate and to think critically. We are committed to maintaining standards of excellence and providing the 
following to our diverse community: courses, certificates, and degrees that are accessible, applicable, and 
engaging. (Approved 12/05/17) 
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Resolution F2020.04 

 
Endorsement of the Revised 7 September 2020 “SCC Equity Statement” 
 
Moved:  

 
Seconded:  

 
Whereas, The revised 7 September 2020 “SCC Equity Statement” affirms the 
Santiago Canyon College (SCC) Faculty’s commitment to supporting all college 
community members no matter their identity or background;  
 
Whereas, The revised 7 September 2020 “SCC Equity Statement” reflects the 
equity-minded philosophy that the college community should expect from the 
SCC Faculty; and 
 
Resolved, That the Academic Senate of Santiago Canyon College endorse the 
revised 7 September 2020 “SCC Equity Statement” and encourage the college 
community to promote and publish the revised 7 September 2020 “SCC Equity 
Statement” in appropriate college publications. 
.  
Date Presented:  
 
 
Date Passed: 

 
 
Santiago Canyon College is an innovative learning community dedicated to intellectual and personal growth. Our 
purpose is to foster student success and to help students achieve these core outcomes: to learn, to act, to 
communicate and to think critically. We are committed to maintaining standards of excellence and providing the 
following to our diverse community: courses, certificates, and degrees that are accessible, applicable, and 
engaging. (Approved 12/05/17) 
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SCC Equity Statement 
 
Santiago Canyon College is proud to provide a safe and inclusive environment that promotes and 
establishes respect and dignity, identifies and eliminates barriers to learning, and creates and 
encourages equitable outcomes for all students.  It is a college community enriched and 
strengthened by individuals with unique ideas, values, beliefs, experiences, and identities. 
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Resolution F2020.05 

 
Adoption for the Standard Syllabus Statement for Face to Face Instruction 
During the COVID-19 Pandemic 
 
Moved:  

 
Seconded:  

 
Whereas, The COVID-19 pandemic has forced students and faculty to conduct 
their classes in ways they never would have expected, or even preferred to;  

 
Whereas, Many faculty and  students who still do not feel safe having classes in 
a face to face environment at this time because they are immunocompromised or 
are in a living situation where they could easily transmit COVID-19 to someone 
that is but, there are students and faculty that are able to and would like to return 
to face-to-face instruction; and 

 
Whereas, The syllabus is a tool to convey essential information to the student 
and help them understand the nature of a given course and discuss the safety 
procedures for these face-to-face courses to ensure the safety of the faculty and 
the students;    

 
Resolved, The Academic Senate of Santiago Canyon College adopt the Standard 
Syllabus Statement for Face to Face Instruction During the COVID-19 
Pandemic. 
 
Date Presented:  
 
 
Date Passed: 

 
 
Santiago Canyon College is an innovative learning community dedicated to intellectual and personal growth. Our 
purpose is to foster student success and to help students achieve these core outcomes: to learn, to act, to 
communicate and to think critically. We are committed to maintaining standards of excellence and providing the 
following to our diverse community: courses, certificates, and degrees that are accessible, applicable, and 
engaging. (Approved 12/05/17) 
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Santiago Canyon College 

Standard Syllabus Statement for Face to Face Instruction During COVID-19 Pandemic 

FALL 2020 

 

The nature of the current pandemic requires awareness of everyone who is physically present in a college 

classroom or laboratory.  In order to achieve the learning objectives of this course, it is necessary to 

conduct a number of  activities on campus while observing full safety protocols.  Students will attend 

these required on-campus class sessions in small groups as assigned by the instructor and must observe all 

safety and health precautions at all times while on campus.   

Prior to Arrival 

Each student must conduct self-symptom monitoring.  You must be free of ANY symptoms potentially 

related to COVID-19. At this time, these symptoms include:  

- Cough  

- Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing  

- Fever – Greater than 100 degrees  

- Chills  

- Muscle pain  

- Sore throat  

- Loss of taste or smell  

 

If you have any symptoms: 

1. You are required to contact a physician or visit a COVID-19 testing facility for assessment of 

symptoms before you will be able to return to campus.  

2. You should self-isolate until cleared by your doctor prior to returning to any on-campus class 

sessions.   

3. Inform your instructor and do NOT attend any on-campus class sessions. 

During Class 

The following hygiene protocols must be observed at all times: 

1. Maintain a minimum 6 ft distance from all others. 

2. Wear a face mask, covering your nose and mouth at all times. You may be required to wear other 

personal protective equipment during specific class sessions.   

3. Regularly wash hands for 20 seconds with warm water and soap. 

4. Cover all coughs and sneezes.  

5. Avoid touching your eyes, mouth and nose. 

You will be provided “Sanitizing Procedures” for each on-campus class session, and all students will be 

required to complete their part. 

 



 

 

Important Note: 

All students must understand their instructor may deny them access to the classroom or laboratory in 

order to preserve the health and safety of other students and staff.  If you are asked to go home due to 

symptoms or for not following other safety rules, please leave the campus immediately. Any questions or 

concerns can be addressed in follow-up communication with your instructor. A non-compliant student 

will be escorted off campus by Campus Safety Officers. 

During this pandemic, students may be denied entrance to the campus, classroom, and/or laboratory, or 

students may miss class due to quarantine.  If you are experiencing COVID-19 symptoms or are awaiting 

COVID-19 test results, please contact your instructor about alternative assignments to permit you to 

continue in the course.   

There is always the possibility that the class will be required to move away from any on-campus class 

sessions and to become fully remote.  Please be aware of this possibility and expect changes to 

assignments if the course is required to move to remote instruction. 

Santiago Canyon College has implemented modified procedures and deadlines for requesting an excused 

withdrawal (EW) or for requesting that a class be taken using the Pass/No Pass option. These options are 

available until December 18, 2020. More information can be found at Admissions and Records: 

https://www.sccollege.edu/StudentServices/Admissions/Pages/default.aspx  

 

Supported by SCC Academic Senate (July 2020) 

https://www.sccollege.edu/StudentServices/Admissions/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.sccollege.edu/StudentServices/Admissions/Pages/default.aspx


Considerations for F2F Classes (from SAC) 
 

• Promote options for small f2f classes outside or in large lecture halls 
with social distancing 

• Up to ~450 LHE campus total inside depending on scheduling and 
instructor availability 

• Continue to offer appointments in Academic Computing Center etc 
• Work group with faculty representation with experience teaching 

outdoors to develop and update protocols 
• Voluntary faculty participation and no pressure on faculty who 

determine their classes won't be able to benefit from a socially 
distanced f2f class or have personal health concerns 

• Department input on offering f2f courses regardless of whether 
individual faculty want to teach it (decide which course are f2f) 

• Strict adherence to PPE availability and cleaning protocols by campus 
maintenance staff (Chairs and desks cleaned between classes, social 
distancing) 

• Resources to implement f2f classes, especially staff for cleaning and 
PPE. Quantify staff-hours needed and ensure adequate staffing 
willing to work on-campus. 

• Address environmental factors such as heat and air quality 
• Microphones and PA system with support available as needed 
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